


ATTENTION
If you find there’s any problem with our product,

please contact us without any hesitation before you

use it. We will answer your questions and resolve your

problems within 36 hours.

Email address: zupapaofficial@gmail.com

Zupapa Website: www.zupapa.us

Scan Our OR Code of Facebook
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Attentions You Would Not Want To Miss
Trampolines, being rebounding devices, propel the user to unaccustomed heights and into a
variety of body movements. Just like any other type of physical recreational activity, participants
can be injured. To reduce the risk of injury, be sure to follow appropriate safety rules and tips.

Safety Information:
1. This Trampoline is designed for 2-8 years of age.
2. Do not use trampoline without adult or knowledgeable supervision.
3. Do not attempt or allow somersaults. Landing on the head or neck can cause serious injury,

paralysis, or death, even when landing in the middle of the bed.
4. Do not use the trampoline when it is wet, damaged, dirty, or worn out.
5. Do not allow any jumpers start bouncing on the trampoline unless you inspect that it’s in

good condition.
6. Do not jump onto or off the trampoline.
7. Do not use a trampoline while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
8. Do not allow any activity underneath the trampoline.
9. Do not place trampoline outdoors.
10. Do not bounce on the trampoline for extended periods of time because fatigue can increase

your chances of injury.
11. Do not wear hard soled shoes such as tennis shoes on the trampoline, as this will cause

excessive wear on the mat material.
12. Do not have chewing gum, sweets etc. in the mouth when using the trampoline.
13. Do not use the trampoline if there are pets, other people, or any objects underneath the

trampoline.
14. Do not jump on the trampoline while you have or are holding any objects, especially

something sharp or breakable.
15. Remove any objects that could interfere with the performer. Maintain a clear area around

and under the trampoline.
16. Do not uses the trampoline without attaching the frame padding. Properly tie down the

frame padding before each use.
17. Please remove any jewelry before jumping begins. Jewelry may get caught in the enclosure

netting.
18. Always climb on to and off of the trampoline. It is a dangerous practice to jump from the

trampoline to the floor or ground when dismounting, or to jump onto the trampoline when
mounting.

19. Do not attempt to crawl under, jump over, intentionally bounce off of, hang from, climb on,
kick, or cut the barrier netting.
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Zupapa® Trampoline Specifications

Dimensions for 54inch Trampoline
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Dimensions for 66inch Trampoline
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Part identification

Part Number Part image Description Quantity

#1
Mat with net：Mat with
Enclosure Net and Rings

1

#2 Pad : Frame Pad with Straps 1

#3
Lower Enclosure Net : Lower
Enclosure Net with Hooks

and Straps
1

#4 Frame with Hole 3

#6
Bungee Cords: Bungee Cords

with Ball
30 (54’’)
42 (66’’)

#7 V-Pole 3

Note: We have eliminated part #5 when upgrading the trampoline structure
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#8 Vertical Pole 6

#9 U-Pole 3

#10 Steel Bar 3

#11 Screw Set-1 3

#12 Bungee Cord Loading Tool 1

#13 Screw Driver Set 1

#14
Screw Set-2

NOTE: only 66 inch
trampolines have this screws

6
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How to Assemble My Trampoline?
Prior to Assembling:

1. Please assemble the trampoline in the room you decide to place. It can’t be moved from

one room to another, because it may be wider than your door.

2. To keep the trampoline in good condition, please do not place it outdoors.

3. Please read the assembly instructions before beginning to assemble the product.

4. The assembly steps use these descriptions and numbers as reference for your convenience.

Make sure that you have all parts listed.

5. To assemble this trampoline all you need are the bungee cord loading tool and screw driver

set.

6. To prevent any injuries to your hands from pinch points during assembly, please use gloves

to protect your hands.

7. During periods of non-use, this trampoline can be easily disassembled and stored.
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Assembly Instructions:

STEP 1- Frame Assembly

Frame Layout

Frame connecting steps for 54inch
trampolines

Frame connecting steps for 66inch trampoline: Please use
Screw Set-2(#14) and Screw Driver Set (#13)to connect frames
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STEP 2- Attach the Mat with the Enclosure Net to the Frame

Firstly, please find the three blue rings on the mat. And then use three bungee cords (#6) to
attach the blue rings to the frame (near the three holes on the frame just like the picture
shows). Please ensure the bungee cords didn’t cover the holes on the frame and the balls are
facing down.

Attention ！ Please adjust
the balls to be near the
mat not the frame or it
may break loose when
jumping.
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Now you may find it’s difficult to install the bungee cords by hands. Don’t worry,
Please follow the below steps to learn how to use bungee cords loading tool(#12).

Here’s a youtube video tutorial
about how to use the bungee
cords loading tool
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STEP 3-Frame Pad Assembly

Place the pad (#2) on the frame. Make sure the holes on the pad are placed above the
holes on the frame and didn’t cover them.

After mastering how to use the bungee cords loading tool, please follow the below order to
install the bungee cords. The next 3 bungee cords should be right in the middle of every two
bungee cords which have been installed. Note: after one bungee cord is installed, always
install the one in the opposite position to make the tension averagely distributed. Please
don’t install the bungee cords side by side or you’ll find it’s hard even unable to install it in
the end.
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Step 4- Lower Enclosure Net Assembly

Install the hooks of the lower
enclosure net through the
holes on the legs

Then Put the elastic rope (on the pad) around
the steel foot of the frame like the right picture.
Use your thumb and index finger to pick up the
steel leg and then use another hand to pull the
elastic rope Please don’t tie the straps of the
pad in this step!

Put the Lower Enclosure Net
(#3) on the frame from top to
bottom

Please do not install the elastic rope like the
right picture. It would tear up the corner of
yellow pad.
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Step 5- V-Pole Assembly

Then please use screw driver set (#13) and follow the below pictures to install the V-ploes one
by one untill they are all finished

Aim the hole on the V-pole (#7)
to the hole on the frame

Install the Screw Set-1 (#11) on
the V-pole as the picture
shows.
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Step 6 Tie the Straps

Put the whole
trampoline upright

Find the straps on the yellow pad, then tie them to the rings on the mat.

Find the straps on the lower enclosure net, then tie them to the frame

You can check this youtube video to
know how to tie the straps.
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Step 7- Vertical Pole Assembly

Step 8- U- Pole Assembly

Install the Vertical Pole (#8) as below picture shows.

Pass U-Pole (#9) through
the shorter mesh sleeve
(shorter one) on the top
of the enclosure net.

Lay the trampoline flat. You
may find the frame is a
little out of shape. Please
don't worry, make a small
adjustment and it will be in
good shape.
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Step 9- Steel Bar Assembly

Finish! Congratulations!

Pass the steel bar (#10) through the remaining mesh sleeve (longer one) on the top of the
enclosure net.

Insert the Steel Bars into the
holes on U-Pole. This step may
be a bit difficult. You need to
find the right angle and force
it in
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How to Use My Trampoline?
Information on Use of the Trampoline
1. All jumpers need to be supervised, regardless of skill level or age.
2. Remove all hard and sharp objects (including jewelries) from person before using
trampoline.
3. Initially, you should get accustomed to the feel and bounce of the trampoline. The focus
must be on the fundamentals of your body position and you should practice each bounce (the
basic bounces) until you can do each skill with ease and control.
4. Do not perform somersaults of any type (backwards or forwards) on this trampoline. If you
make a mistake when trying to perform a somersault, you could land on your head or neck, which
may result in death or paralysis.
5. Please be aware of what is overhead when you are playing on the trampoline.
6. A trampoline in poor condition will increase your risk of getting injured. Please inspect the
trampoline before each use for bent steel tubes, torn mat, and overall stability of the trampoline.
7. Jumpers should wear appropriate clothing. Do not wear hard soled shoes, watch, jewelries
or other accessories, as these will cause excessive wear on the mat material.
8. Keep all objects that could interfere with the jumper away from the trampoline. Be aware of
what is overhead, underneath, and around the trampoline.
9. To prevent unsupervised and unauthorized use, the trampoline should be secured when not
in use.

Tips To Reduce the Risk of Accidents

1. Jumper’s role in accident prevention

The key here is to stay in control of your jumps. Do not move onto more complicated and more difficult
maneuvers until you have mastered the basic, fundamental bounce. Education is also key to safety and
very important. Read, understand, and practice all safety precautions and warnings prior to using the
trampoline. A controlled jump is when you land and take off from the same location. For additional safety
tips and instructions, contact a certified trampoline instructor.

2. Supervisor’s Role in Accident Prevention

Supervisors need to understand and enforce all safety rules and guidelines. It is the responsibility of the
supervisor to provide knowledgeable advice and guidance to all jumpers of the trampoline. If supervision
is unavailable or inadequate, the trampoline should be stored in a secure place, disassembled to prevent
unauthorized use, or covered with a heavy tarpaulin that can be locked or secured with lock or chains.
The supervisor is also responsible to ensure that the safety placard is placed on the trampoline and that
jumpers are informed of these warnings and instructions.

Be Aware of the Conditions Below
Always inspect the trampoline before each use for worn, abused or missing parts. A number of conditions
could increase your risk of getting injured. Please be aware of:

1. Punctures, holes, or tears in the trampoline mat

2. Sagging trampoline mat

3. Loose stitching or any kind of deterioration of the mat
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4. Bent or broken frame parts, such as the legs

5. Damaged, missing, or insecurely attached frame padding

6. Protrusions of any types (especially sharp types) on the frame, springs, or mat

If you find any of the previous conditions, or anything else that you feel could cause harm to any
user, the trampoline should be disassembled or secured from use until the condition(s) has been
resolved.
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The Warranty of Zupapa® Trampoline
The limited warranty applied to our product and time frame, beginning from the original date of
purchase. Thanks to the upgraded techniques and technology, Zupapa provide unbeatable
WARRANTY: 10 Years Warranty for Trampoline Frame. 5 Years Warranty for Jumping Mat with
Enclosure Net; A replacement for other parts will be supplied free of charge at any time.
To get more warranty details please visit our website: https://www.zupapa.us/

Contact Us
Any question, please feel free to contact us at zupapaofficial@gmail.com

Attention: We usually reply you in 36 hours on workday. If there is no reply from us, that might be
assigned to Spam because of your mail box setting. Please check your Spam mail box!

If you have bought a Zupapa® trampoline, and get a question about the trampoline. You could
contact the dealer directly. We have authorized dealers to deal with after-sales issues of Zupapa®
products.

Zupapa® Trampoline Enjoy Upper Happy Time
Zupapa® trampoline has got highly recommendations from our customers, for our quality

products and excellent services, and we will carry on the customer-satisfaction policy and go

further. As for us, your satisfaction is the highest priority.

It’s exactly our honor to have the chance to introduce ourselves again to you. We've been

focusing solely on offering top quality products.

As you know, all Zupapa® trampolines get ASTM certified. Take Zupapa® trampoline home, take

safe entertainment for your family. ASTM is a German organization that work to validate the

safety of products of all kinds to protect humans and the environment against hazards. As

independent consultants, they examine products which require monitoring. All Zupapa®

trampolines are certified quality, safety assurance!

Thanks for your interest. Wish you enjoy the upper happy time with our products.


